Texas State Board Of Education Expand Contract Training Program

People You Know

This is an extraordinary time for young children. With the school year beginning, parents and caregivers are actively seeking ways to engage their kids in meaningful learning experiences. The expansion of contract training programs by the Texas State Board of Education is a significant step in this direction.

Bedell's

SPECIAL BUY

Dozens Of Polyester Dresses
... at prices to Save You More.

Regular
11.88

Special Buy
9.99c

Fashion Wrap-Up Sandals
6.99

Men's Famous Name Sport Shirts 4.99

LOOK AHEAD VALUES IN BOYS ZIP-FRONT JACKETS FOR FALL
9.99

Wall-To-Wall "Venus" Bathroom Carpeting

BOYS PERMANENT PRESS SHIRTS
3 days only
2.50

Regular: 29c

For a limited time only, Bedell's is offering these handsome woven jacquard bedspreads for only $11.99. Sizes: Queen, King, and California King.Free tailoring. Machine washable. White, blue, green, and red. Perfect for a touch of elegance in any home. Machine washable, excellent choice for gift.
Bucs Pin Carthage With 20-7 Defeat

Quail Season Shorter
8-AAA Powers Have Problems

Three Lead Bullpups Top Pine Tree

Carthage Eighth Clips Pine Tree

Beckville Beaten By Garrison, 7-6
The Lighter Side
By James Smith

From the lips of nations as formal statements, came the first indication that the oil would not be spilled and the world would remain safe from the brink of disaster. The olive branch was extended to the Soviet Union and there was a glimmer of hope that peace might be restored.

But despite the initial optimism, the situation remains tense. The world watches with bated breath as negotiations continue. The stakes are high and the potential for conflict is real. Only time will tell if this is the beginning of a new era of peace or just a temporary truce.

However, there is reason for optimism. The world is watching and there is hope. The path to peace may be long and arduous, but it is not impossible. There is a glimmer of hope and a sense of possibility that this could be the start of a new era of cooperation and understanding.

Fire Prevention Begins at Home

The first step in preventing fires is to educate the public. Fire Prevention Week is an annual event that brings attention to the importance of fire safety. This year, the theme is "Fire Prevention Begins at Home." It is a reminder that fires can happen to anyone and that we all need to take steps to protect ourselves and our families.

Preventative measures such as smoke detectors, fire extinguishers, and fireproofing homes can help reduce the risk of fire. It is also important to practice fire safety in the workplace and in public places. By taking these steps and raising awareness, we can help prevent fires and save lives.

To Save Your Life

The safety of our nation's highways is of utmost importance. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration works to ensure that roads are safe and that drivers and pedestrians are protected. They provide guidelines and standards for road design and construction, and they conduct research to identify the factors that contribute to crashes.

Accidents can happen to anyone, at any time. It is up to each of us to do our part to make our roads safer. By following the rules of the road, wearing seat belts, and driving sober, we can help prevent accidents and save lives.

Danger To Merchants

The market for holiday gifts is heating up, and merchants are preparing to cash in on the season. However, there is a danger that many customers may be liquidity constrained, meaning they do not have the cash on hand to purchase gifts.

Merchants must be aware of this potential problem and develop strategies to address it. Offering financing options, such as layaway plans or deferred payments, can help customers purchase gifts without having to pay the full amount at once.

Out Of The Past

From the files of THE DAILY WATCHMAN

The 19th century was a time of great change and turmoil. The Industrial Revolution was underway, and the Civil War was raging. Despite the chaos, there were moments of beauty and wonder.

One such moment was the invention of the first successful self-powered aircraft. On December 17, 1903, the Wright brothers took to the air in their Flyer, a biplane that could fly for 400 feet and stay in the sky for 59 seconds.

This was a momentous achievement, and it marked the beginning of the modern aviation era. The Wright brothers' invention paved the way for the development of commercial aviation and paved the way for the future of travel.

Grassroots Opinion

HELMER CORY, OVA: The few support that Works Progress Administration (WPA) projects have discovered in Norfolk County is not enough to overcome the natural barriers to the establishment of the project. The community is still divided on the issue, and it is unlikely that the project will be completed.

However, there is a growing recognition that the benefits of the project are worth the effort. The WPA is providing valuable services to the community, and it is hoped that the project will eventually be completed.

No one is more aware of the difficulties faced by the community than the community itself. The residents are working together to overcome the challenges and create a better future.

Smaller towns like Ova are facing similar challenges. The community is divided on the issue, and it is unclear whether the project will be completed.

While the challenges are great, there is hope that the project will eventually be completed. The community is working together to overcome the barriers and create a better future for all.

VIRGIL, DURHAM COUNTY: "It often wonder what would happen if we don't have a supportive county government. The people are tired of the same old political establishment, and they are looking for change. The residents are looking for leaders who will listen to their concerns and work to improve the community."

The people of Durham County are tired of the same old political establishment, and they are looking for change. The residents are looking for leaders who will listen to their concerns and work to improve the community. They are hoping that the next election will bring new faces and new ideas to the table.
Two More Reasons More People Shop

Chiquita Brand Top Quality Bananas

Round Steak 95c

BUDDIES SUPER MARKETS

As a service to our customers, we are proud to offer the following specials:

Special Prices and Coupons

Cross Timbers 55c

Del Monte Chunk Tuna 5c off

Ice Cream 59c

Celebrate National Apple Week

U.S. No. 2 EXTRA FANCY

Red Delicious APPLES 29c

Washington Bartlett Pears 25c

Golden Delicious

Red Apples 3 for $1

Grade "A" Large Eggs 39c

Dutch Girl ICE CREAM 59c

Buddies

DEL MONTE ROUND-UP

Milk 99c

Catsup 19c

Graduate FLOUR 49c

Water 3 for $1

Cheese 69c

Round Steak 95c

Special Price on...